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The Humboldt County Sheriff Bombib Seiad member, pictured in
suit, responds to the suspicious object found in the staff parking
lot adjacent to Library Circle. | Matt Drange
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Staff Writer
At approximately 4:21 on Tuesday afternoon,
University Police got a call from a citizen who found a
“suspected pipe bomb” in the staff parking lot behind the
library. The object, placed near the parking meters in the
corner of the staff parking lot adjacent to library circle.
The suspicious object was found to be harmless. The
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Frank Whitlatch, incident command officer for

the Campus Emergency Response Team, said it was a
suspected pipe bomb.
The bomb squad used a “disintegrating projectile”
to neutralize the object to “render it safe.” After no
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sealed pipe was treated with caution because it appeared
to be genuine upon examination by the Humboldt
County Sheriffs Bomb Squad.

explosion resulted from detonation, police scanned the
area but did not find anything else deemed “threatening.”
The Humboldt County Sheriff Department
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The garden in front of the CCAT house is comprised of multiple
vegetables and herbs including tomatoes and cilantro. | Torrey Hartman
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Matt Drange
Staff Writer
certified building materials. The total diversion rate
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“Energy savers do it in the dark.”
Just about anywhere you go in or around Humboldt
State University, there are reminders like these meant
to breed energy sustainability and efficiency. But just
how green is HSU?
When Grist, an environmental news Web site and

magazine, came up with a list of 15 “Green Colleges
and Universities” last year, they included schools like
Chico State and mentioned other west-coast campuses
like UC Berkeley, Stanford, and Arizona State. All
of these schools were heralded for having stand out

sustainability programs, buildings, and general student
enthusiasm.
HSU did not make it onto the list.
HSU Sustainability Coordinator Tall Chief Comet,
feels that as a collective campus HSU does a “pretty
good job” of diverting materials from becoming waste.

Comet explains that since the year 2000 it has

been mandated that of the total waste produced in a
year, HSU must ensure that 50 percent of that waste be

diverted from going to a landfill and recycled.
Each year, the diversion rate is measured in relation

to the previous year, so 2008 numbers would be from
2007, and so on. This would explain the relatively high

was down to 54 percent in 2007.
The Campus Center for Appropriate Technology,

or CCAT, is located just south of BSS and is the longestrunning Eco-friendly organization on campus. CCAT

claims to produce just 5 percent of what the average

&&
Sometimes you get these kids

that just are not used to taking

the responsibility to notice things
going on around them. 4
- Tall Chief Comet,
HSU sustainability coordinator

American household wastes. It became an Associated
Students program in 1980 for funding purposes, and
continues to conduct classes on campus and provide

generated

from

of 76 percent. This was due in large part to the LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)

How

green

do YOU

think

Humboldt

State

Friday, but despite it being an open invitation to all
students, typically only a handful show up.
Comet

is just one person

who speculates about

the mindset of the current influx of new students.
“Sometimes you get these kids [who don’t come from
particularly environmentally-aware places] that just
are not used to taking the responsibility to notice

is a Green Campus Program coordinator and is one
example of a student getting involved from the bottom
up. “I started out two years ago as a volunteer here,

and

literally knowing nothing about energy awareness or

CCAT Co-director Jess Huyghebaert feels this is a
campus where people want to make a difference. She

efficiency,” said Schneider. Now she reaches out to
those people that were like her to make them realize
that they can make a difference.

guest

lectures

on

alternative

energy

methods

sustainability.

and said that Humboldt State is definitely a unique
experience. “Student initiative and faculty support have
been key and allowed for our success over the years,”

waste

is a volunteer

Sarah Schneider, an Environmental Policy senior,

newly constructed BSS building led to a diversion rate

where

there

the landfill,” said Comet.

came to HSU from Johnson State College in Vermont,

in 2006,

week

things going on around them,” he said. The dorms,
which are vastly comprised of first-year students,
provide clearly marked recycling containers that have
been simplified to a dual-stream system, yet they are
far from efficient.
“About 32 percent of the material that makes it into
the trash bins is recyclable, all of which goes straight to

the

numbers

Every

said Huyghebaert.

is? We
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to hear
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opinion!
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four

coordinators who table the quad on a bi-weekly basis to
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recruit

volunteers

hand

and

Compact

out

Fluorescent Light Bulbs (CFLs) to students.
Green Campus also has close ties to the Schatz
Energy Research Center. “Students are working
hand-in-hand with the engineers to focus on
the marketing and communication aspect of
outreach through programs like the Humboldt
Orientation

Program,

said

Schneider.

All

incoming freshman are required to attend HOP.
Schneider feels that Humboldt State’s size
“helps with outreach and raising awareness.”
But while HSU continues to increase enrollment
to all-time highs, infrastructure for things like
the recycling program have remained largely
unchanged.
Comet feels that most of the on-campus
recycling areas in classrooms and places like the
quad are utilized well. Unfortunately not all of
the areas on campus look as convincing. “The

one thing that has struck me about recycling
here at HSU is that the dorms are one of the

Mad

Fresh Organic - Locally

messiest areas on campus. We'll get up to one

third of the cardboard bins that is simply trash,”
said Comet.
With a staff of only two permanent
employees along with three volunteers, e-waste
and things like refrigerators and dorm furniture
add to the complexity of this process.
“When we have to spend more time on
cleaning stuff up, it’s just less time that we could

Ask for Delicious-Jofu Snack Products
at these Campus Outlets

at HSU
*
-

The Depot
South Campus Marketplace
Giant's Cupboard
Jolly Giant Cafeteria

spend doing something else,” said Comet.

and at CR

TOFU

' things into perspective.”
“We are doing a good job right now in terms
of waste reduction,” said Commet. “But just like

anywhere else, there is definitely plenty of room
for improvement.”

Matt Drange may be contacted at mdrange@

thejackonline.org.
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SCARE, SUSPECTED DEVICE DISTRUPTS CAMPUS conrT. FROM PG. 2
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One of Comet’s goals this year is to document
the things that different groups on campus go
out and do for the environment in order to “put
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The university responds during Tuesday's incident. | Matt Drange
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said that this was a different
situation from the prank scare
that happened during finals

were on-hand
at the scene.
L.K. Wood Road was shut
down as a precaution, along
with the area surrounding

week in May.

library circle and the lower

detonation, police officers
would not provide information

parking lot off of Harpst Street.
Many students who were trying
to get home had to wait up to
three hours until the area was
cleared. Buses were redirected
to L.K. Wood.
Student Affairs Vice
President Steven Butler

“This was a suspected
device, it was not simply a
scare, “ he said. Prior to the

to students attempting to leave
campus. This upset some,
including journalism junior
Mark Farias.
“] think.it’s fucked up that
they won’t tell us what’s going
on.

”

Despite obvious tape lines
surrounding the scene, many

students chose to ignore the
warning and were told to stay
away by authorities.
The area was finally
cleared shortly after 7 p.m.,
allowing staff and faculty to
gain access to the parking
lot. It will now be reviewed
to determine the intent of the
eincident. “We’re now going to
proceed with an investigation,”

said Whitlatch.
Matt Drange may be contacted at

mdrange@thejackonline.org.
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Student Rosalind Lynch mimics the frustration felt by many
students who look for open computer labs. | Torrey Hartman

°

Looking for lost
computer labs

owe ge @

University recommends planning schedule
around peak hours to minimize wait
Leigh Lawson

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK AND
GRADUATE PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAMS
Azusa Pacific University’s graduate programs

Staff Writer

empower
you to put compassion into action.
Prepare to make a difference.
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Natural Resources senior Sean Casey has a

secret worth keeping. He knows where all the
open computer labs are, and he’s not going to
let you in on it, because he’s worried you'll fill
those labs up. “Most departments have one; you
have to figure it out for yourself,” he said.
Some students are having trouble finding
an open lab when they need one. “I spend a
lot of time walking around campus hunting
[for computer labs],” says Marine Biology and
Zoology senior Melissa Fletcher.
Andrew

Gludt,

an

junior, had no trouble
when he first came to
believes this difference
size of our student
changed. The needs of

international

business

finding open computers
HSU four years ago. He
is due to the increasing
body. “Enrollment has
the school have changed

as well,” says Gludt.

Though not every department has its own
computer lab, there are 13 Interdisciplinary labs
to choose from that are open to all students.
There are also department-specific labs that
may restrict their access to students not in the
major.
Computer labs are not always available for
student use during the day because the. labs are
also used as classrooms. As more teachers desire
personal computers for their students to teach
their lectures, fewer labs are available during the

peak hours of 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Instructors who
need computer demonstration for their lectures
can request a SMART classroom instead of a
lab when they don’t need every student to have
a computer. SMART classrooms are equipped
with resources for electronic instruction such as
computers, projectors, connectivity for laptops

and DVD players.
Anna Kircher, chief information officer for

HSU’s Information Technology Systems, said a
survey was done to see how the availability for
SMART classrooms affected teachers’ demand
for computer labs.
;
Thesurveycomparedhowoftenthecomputer
labs are scheduled for teaching classes before
the school had more than a handful of SMART
classrooms to how often the computer labs
were scheduled for teaching after the number
of SMART classrooms had jumped significantly.

e

Internships in the Greater Los Angeles area

e

Integration of faith and social work practice

e

Full-time and part-time options

GRADUATE PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAMS
e APA-accredited Psy.D. Program
e

MA. in Clinical Psychology (Marriage and Family Therapy)

e Alignment with current California licensure requirements
e

For more information on the MSW Program,
visit www.apu.edu/explore/msw/.

While all the SMART classrooms were busy, the

scheduling of computer labs to teach in hadn't
decreased at all. “Our interpretation of the data
was that SMART classrooms didn’t provide any
relief for how frequently the computer labs are

AA

For more information on the graduate
psychology programs, visit

B a

www.apu.edu/bas/graduatepsychology/.
UNIVERSITY

‘

scheduled for courses,” said Kircher.
Shawn Kohrman, HSU’s director of Desktop

Information Technology understands students’
frustration when they can’t find an open lab.
To monitor just how full the labs are, Desktop
IT installed monitoring software on all lab
computers in November 2007. The program,
called

Labstats,

reports

which

computer

applications are used, the length of time they are
being used and whether a student is currently
logged on. This system is for internal use and the
data is shared with the appropriate personnel to
help make decisions regarding software license
renewal, lab hours, and areas of improvement.
“We are hopeful that this software can
be used in the future to increase visibility to
campus regarding real-time lab and station
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Redwood ACLU calls
for Associated Students
election reform
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“didn’t

April

appear

State Now.”
The HSU President’ S
received _ the
Office

campus elections. 99

chapter’s letter Sept. 19
and it will be mailed to the
CSU
General -Counsel’s

- Redwood ACLU chapter

Office in Long Beach
- for legal review. It is.
unknown how long it will be until the university
receives a response - the wait could span weeks

elections

to

be

consistent with [AS] election code,” Greg Allen,

vice-chair of the ACLUchapter, said.
Former AS Legislative Vice President Jason
Robo was impeached and removed from office

in March 2008. Following what Robo says was
invalid impeachment, he ran for the position of
AS President for the ‘08-’09 school year. Halfway
through the April elections, Robo was deemed
“academically ineligible to hold office” by HSU
Student Affairs after being put on disciplinary
probation. Official letters of complaint were
filed by Robo and other candidates, but were
dismissed by the Elections Commission, which

FREDS BODY SHOP
Specializing in Collision Repair
Indianola Cutoff

651

Between Arcata & Eureka
(707) 442-2258

Open from 8am -5:30pm Mon-Fri
Family Owned and operated in
Humboldt County since 1973

Union Labor
Force #1596
Direct Repar service
©»

»
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included council members who authored Robo’s
initial impeachment articles.
chapter of the ACLU
The Redwood
election
outsource
that AS
recommends
procedures, including vote-counting, to a “thirdparty group in the local community who do not

hold a stake in the outcome of student elections.”
Many

non-profit organizations,

including the

ACLU of Northern California, solicit third-party

election audit services to ensure the professional
conduct of internal elections.
“Other student governments work with
community-based organizations such as the
League of Women Voters, or even their local
Registrar of Voters, to ensure the fair conduct of
campus elections,” the statement read. However,

of the Northern California CSU universities,
Sacramento State is the lone university that
uses independent, third-party software to tally
student election votes.
In addition to its recommendations to AS,
the Redwood chapter calls for an administrative

or months.
~

“The timetable for review is contingent on
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with community-based
organizations...to ensure
the fair conduct of
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upon AS to clarify under what
terms a candidate is eligible,
or deemed ineligible, for
campus office and requests a
review of the conduct of the
Elections Commission.
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a variety of external factors,” Mann said. Those
external factors include counsel case load,
availability of legal staff, the content of the letter
_ and the amount of research needed to determine

ET
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am ee

Way Out West, Darryl Cherney-& The Patriot Act,

results

governments work

election

the validity of the alleged irregularities.
_ Associated Students has yet to publicly
discuss the letter or determine a course of action.
Pereira acknowledges some parts of AS code are
vague, but said it’s up to the council to determine
whether the code should be updated. If council
decides a code revision is needed, the elections
code and impeachment sections would be first
on the list, Pereira said.
Pereira would prefer to wait until she hears
from the university before taking any action or
bringing the matter up for discussion at council
meetings, since the ACLU letter was addressed
to both Richmond and Pereira.
“We don’t want to step on any toes,”
Pereira said. “[But] we’re working to respond
appropriately.”
While Jason Robo approached the Redwood
Chapter

about

the

election,

Allen

said

these

problems and concerns go beyond any one
individual.
“This has to do with the principles involved,”
Allen said. “We're a little bit concerned and hope
we can all get on the same page.”
Stephanie Haller may be reached at editor@thejackonline.
org. Haller was AS PR Coordinator for the Fall 2007
semester.
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‘coaching’ of student representatives by HSU
administration official Paul Mann,” the letter
stated.
Mann denies speaking at the May 1 meeting.
“I attended the Election Commission’s meeting
as an observer,” he said.
Mann said the purpose
of his presence was to
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“It would appear that HSU student Jason
Robo was illegitimately removed from the
ballot for a run-off election for the presidency of
Associated Students, despite being one of the top
two vote-getters in the general campus election,”
Christina Albright, chair of the Redwood Chapter
of
the
Americar
Civil
Liberties
Union
(ACLU),
6 6
letter.
19
Aug.
wrote in an

intd

—

ants Tor Makes 3

not

review of HSU spokesperson Paul Mann’s actions
and behavior at the May 1 Elections Commission
meeting, which was published on-line at Google
Videos. Local chapter members were “disturbed”
after reviewing the footage on-line.

_ Sofia Periera aware of their concerns.

are
pro
tha
ava

ope

Stephanie Haller

The local ACLU chapter is troubled about
the “significant irregularities” with Associated
Students’ last election - and they've made
President Rollin Richmond and AS President

av

availability,” said Kohrman.

Kircher
and
Kohrman
are also overseeing a plan to
provide students with kiosks
that will show which labs are
available and the number of
open computers in those labs.
The plan does not have a time
line yet.
Some
students
may
not be aware of the new
interdisciplinary computer lab
on the main floor of the library.

WANT IN ON
THE SECRET?
For help finding new labs,
go to http://www.humboldt.
edu/ac~/
Bom -\-M2al- am aaloe leer ae)

open or scheduled as
classrooms go to http://
www.humboldt.edu/ac~/ and
click on “schedules”.

FYI

PRE

The lab, Library 122, is on the

I
a

south side of the building and
offers laptop stations ‘as well.
The lab is meant to replace Gist
Hall 215, which was made into
a lecture hall to accommodate

SE

LS

large General Education classes.
Kircher says the new lab in the
library has 14 more computers
than Gist Hall had. “The added

RR

EE

7

library [computer lab] did make
a difference,”
said
Rosalind
Lynch,
elementary
education
senior.
Kircher said students who
need to use labs will be more

TLE

likely to find one

if they use

a
ee

minutes before class and expect
to be able to print their papers,
says Kircher. Also, wireless
Internet is available anywhere
on campus for students that
bring their laptops.
Kohrman said Desktop IT

6 p.m. and during weekends.
“Plan your schedule around peak

“The

availability

ON THE

local farmers and produ

and

qualityof our labs is extremely

important to us, and we value
feedback,” he said.

Leigh Lawson, who was kicked out
of a lab twice while writing this
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(Sep 1997)
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protection in California. (Oct 1994)
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story, can be contacted at llawson@

for students to go to a lab ten

WHERE

njoy Humboldt’s bounty! }
No one does more to supporg

and
Information
Technology
Systems are always trying to
improve campus labs.

the labs before 10 a.m. or after

hours,” she said. It is not wise
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HSU ‘shift g ears’

toward

more bike-friendly campus
_ As more students bike to campus, availablilty
of bike racks takes a nose dive
EmilyStrange.com, official site of the

Emily the Strange clothing brand, needs

Matt Hawk

the ongoing operations of our VT] ot Coe

Copy Editor

Al Junior Graphic Designer, assist with
Responsibilities:

Primary

Carroll. Clark
car, but still rides
- HSU. He says he
and it makes him

> ain Art Director with design of new web
graphics using the Emily Strange Character
Layout and design of web pages,
advertisements, promo, etc.

Everywhere you look bike racks are filled,
locked to railings, trees, and anything else the
rider can find. The number of students riding

* Preparing files and finalizing artwork
>

eae IN Aa

Os eLaer NV mConer

ala Chale)

PART-TIME

lives in Eureka. He has a
his bike and takes the bus to
rides due to high gas prices,
feel good.

the bus is also increasing.

POSITION

These are signs that students are turning
to alternative modes of transportation. Due to

NUTS
M aA
ne yee
mci Ua aL
one of Arcata's largest e-commerce operations.

the increase in gas prices more people in the
community, including students, are forced to

COMPLETE info about job position
and application posted online here:

find other ways to get around.
Political Science junior David Bording, 20,

www.cosmicdebris.com/crew/jabs.cfm

lives off of Giuntoli and rides the bus, because

rae heevt
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Bike racks and the plasticized chain that is meant to

prevent rust are cracking due to old age and corosion.
Torrey Hartman

he doesn't trust there will be any parking for
him when he arrives to campus. "Parking is
impossible," says Borning.
John Parker, 21, a liberal studies junior

NO DROP INS!
—— jo

Bic.

with an emphasis in elementary education
skates to school instead of driving. "The town

is small enough," notes Parker. "I don't need
to drive."
With the influx of students riding bikes
to campus it's not clear whether there will be
enough facilities for them to use. Director of
- Green Wheels Chris Rall believes that HSU is

facing serious challenges to its infrastructure.
Affiliated with the Northcoast Energy
is a community
Wheels
Green
Center,
organization that strives to increase access and

off Campus
ke

Nya

aia

as

safety for the bicycling community. They were
one of the major forces behind the Jack Pass - a
free bus pass for enrolled students.
Rall feels that the school needs to shift
its focus from building multi-level parking
structures to increasing accessibility for riders.
"Almost everything they could do [to develop

and cheaper than building parking structures."
‘He estimates that each parking spot in the
proposed new parking structures will cost the
school "$10,000 dollars a space," making bike

services a cheaper way to provide access to
campus.
In the fall of 2005, the HSU

Parking and

Transportation Committee asked Green Wheels
to submit recommendations for bike access
and services.on campus.

What

HSU

received

in return was a 20-page bike plan (to view the
document go to http://www.green-wheels.org/
hsu/bikeplan) created by students, faculty and
staff detailing what steps HSU could take to

better bike parking facilities] would be easier

BIKE-FRIENDLY, rc. 10

Online Menu @
bigpetespizza.com
10% off w/ Student ID

Open Late On Weekends!

Happy Hours 7-9 daily

5 TVs (with NFL Ticket)

Vegan Options+Organic Salads
New Outdoor Seating

826-1890

LIVE MUSIC:
(for more info)
myspace.com/bigpetespizzeria

Located off the footbridge
from HSU on the corner of
15th

and

Gst.

Sun, Neon-10pm
Mon-Thurs, 11am -10pm
Fria Sat, 1am -Midnight

What: Green Wheels’ Car-Free Day.
Who:

All forms of alternative transportation and anyone who

interested.

is

¥

Where: The Tour d’Arcata begins at the Mad River Community

Hospital and the Bayside Grange, and then comes togethter at the
plaza befor riding to HSU for pancake breakfast. After the ride, the
Bicycle Learning Center will set-up shop on B Street from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. The event winds down witha bike-in/walk-in presentation
,
of the movie “Airbourne” in the Quad.

s/s
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Deal or no
dam deal
NEC Says proposed Klamath

walk-ins

always
an

GALLERY
we

1065 K Street
|

‘Arcata, CA

open 12noon-9pm
Tuesday-Saturday

Restoration

settlement has no “guaranteed flow for fish”

825-TAT2 (8282)
De

|

fe male tattoo a a agsye
Allie Hostler
Staff Writer
Klamath River enthusiasts question the fate
of one of the nation’s largest salmon-producing ~
rivers because of a new water deal for the river.
The water deal resulted from four years of
hegotiation talks among 26 stakeholders, but it
may not be a deal and it’s not really about dams.
Several stakeholders refuse to sign the document
zi

PPT

ye

as it’s written - the North Coast Environmental

Center and the Hoopa Valley Tribe are two.
“There is no guaranteed flow for fish.”
said Greg King, director of the North Coast
Environmental Center. The NEC has been at the

forefront of Klamath River issues since it formed
\

|

e
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a
Nae

SSR

SORE

B

37 years ago. He said the deal will also allow
farming within the Upper Klamath Wildlife
Refuge for the next 50 years.

Fish need water and they need healthy water
to survive. The Pacific Coast salmon fishery is in
a state of decline - some:would argue a collapse.
The entire 2008 Chinook Salmon commercial
fishing season on-the California and Oregon Coast
was closed by the Pacific Fishery Management
Council in April.
In 2002, the largest fish kill in U.S. history
occurred on the
Klamath.
Over
68,000
Chinook,

adult
Coho

Klamath Basin Tribes and allies stage a rally at the biannual meeting of Hydrovision 2006. | Photo courtesy of
Patrick McCully via Flickr.com

risks,” the Department of Fish and Game analysis
stated. The Klamath Settlement Agreement
attempts to address
flows, but does so

Our water rights are meaningless

without

guarantees

for fish and without
PacifiCorp,

the

and __ Steelhead
unless there’s fish and the right
power
company
corpses lined 36
to fish is meaningless unless we 99
which owns the four
miles of Klamath
lower dams on the
have water.
River banks from
Klamath River.
- Troy Fletcher, Yurok Tribe policy analyst
the Pacific Ocean
Irrigators
in
to
Weitchpec.
the upper Klamath
Thousands
Basin are guaranteed upwards of 330,000 acredied on their migration up the Trinity River, the
feet of water during dry years and 385,000 acreKlamath River’s main tributary.
feet in wet years. A guarantee, King says, that
The cause? Ich and Columnaris - pathogens
violates the Endangered Species Act.
that thrived during September 2002 because
This leaves the Hoopa Tribe begging the
of low flows and warm water temperatures,
question - what happens if farmers get their water
according to the Department of Fish and Game’s
and the fish don’t?
final analysis. Bad water conditions combined
Robert Franklin, senior hydrologist at Hoopa
with an above average fall run of salmon created
Tribal Fisheries said the agreement, as written, has
a recipe for disaster. Parts of the river were too
substantial scientific flaws and legal drawbacks.
shallow for some fish to pass, leaving thousands
“The agreement would require the Tribe
of adults trapped and unable to complete their
to sign a waiver not to sue even if something
migration to spawn.
“Flow is the only controllable factor and tool
available in the Klamath Basin to.manage the
KLAMATH, rc. 10

Sept. 26th , 27th & 28th
@ Sidewalk Sale Savings up to 75%
@ 20% off on all Bulk Herbs and Teas
@ 10% off everything in the store
including jewelry, books, journals
and Dr. Hauschka.

Fri. 10-9 p.m., Sat. 10-6 p.m., Sun. 10-5 p.m.
On the Plaza Arcata ¢ (707) 822-5296 © www.moonriseherbs.com

We've Got

MORE BIKES
In Stock, than any store in Arcata
including Mountain, Road,
Free-Ride, and Comfort Bikes
from Cannondale

Marin, Haro, and GT

13
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Plaza Cam

arcataplazacam.com
Provided by
Alex Stillman
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Northcoast Horticulture Supply
The biggest and baddest indoor garden shop around
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devastating should happen to the fishery,” he
said. “The legally-binding waiver would be in
effect for the life of the agreement - 60 years.”
NEC has spent over $60,000 analyzing
the scientific and legal facets of the 256-page
agreement. Consultant Thomas Hardy reviewed
the document and shares a’ similar opinion
with the Hoopa Tribe - agriculture gets all the
guarantees, and everything else related to fish
and the environment is vague.
“This is nothing more than an o]d-west water
deal for upper-basin irrigators,” Hoopa Tribal
Chairman Clifford Lyle Marshall said.
Hardy has since changed his position on the
deal for various reasons, but the Hoopa Tribe has
not. In fact, the Hoopa Tribe has been against
the deal since negotiations began, claiming it’s
a sweetheart deal for-upper-basin irrigators and
compromises tribal senior water rights.

The agreement does state that tribes must
agree to not assert their water rights under
certain conditions. Some tribes are willing to
sign on regardless.
The Yurok, Karuk and Klamath Tribes tout
the deal as a critical step towards dam removal,
have agreed to support it, and accept the legallylimiting waiver under specific conditions. Yurok
Tribe Policy Analyst Troy Fletcher is focused
on the preservation of the Yurok Tribe’s most
prioritized resource - fish. He says the Yurok
Tribe’s position is based on seeing action now,
instead of through litigation that can take decades

1580 Nursery Wy
McKinleyville
Behind Figueirido's

107-444-9999

707-839-9998

60 W 4th St

HUNAN

~ CANTON

~ PEKING

more water,” Fletcher said.

“Our water rights are meaningless unless
there’s fish and the right to fish is meaningless

SZECHUAN ~ MANDARIN ~ DIM-SUM

unless we have water.”

We have the largest

owner - PacifiCorp, a subsidiary of MidAmerican,

VEGETARIAN

MENU

in town!

Daily
Special Combination
Lunch Plates

There are no provisions for dam removal
anywhere in the agreement. In fact, the dam
a power giant owned largely by the richest man
in the world, Warren Buffet - dropped out of the
negotiations two years ago. Still the agreement
hinges on what is being called the dam deal, which
would call for the removal of four hydroelectric

dams on the Klamath River. The document
doesn’t yet exist, but proponents are hopeful it
will in the near future.
King at the NEC anxiously awaits PacifiCorp’s
dam deal. In the meantime, he felt a need for the
community to hear NEC’s concerns and position
about the pending restoration agreement. A
meeting will be held October 15, 2008 at the
Warfinger Building in Eureka from 7-9 p.m.
Nobody knows for sure what PacifiCorp has
planned, but the company withdrew its State
Water Resources Control Board application for
water quality certification in July, a permit the
company needs in order to re-license its dams on
the Klamath River.

S
r
L
C
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ee

Eureka
just south of co-op

with an uncertain outcome.
“Our fish can’t wait. We need to protect fish
now. We negotiated specific rights...this is an
expression of the Tribe’s water rights because
we are going to get the dams out, because we are
going to restore habitat, and we are going to get

Allie Hostler can be reached at ahostler@thejackonline.org.
.

822-6105
Call for Take Outs orders
or

reservations

Open Tuesday - Sunday
Closed on Mondays

Mail
PLAZA
RESTARUANT

be used to replace the T-racks that are covered

by awnings. The T-racks are the oldest and most
difficult racks to lock a bike to according to
University Police Chief Tom Dewey, who is also
chair of the HSU Parking and Transportation
Committee.
"They need to implement the bike plan
they've been provided with," says Rall.
Matt Hawk may be reached at mhawk@thejackonline.org.

a
Te

HUNAN

changed their minds as a result of the bike plan,"
explains Rall.
According to Doug Kokesh, there are 300
new bike racks waiting to be installed. They will

OT

(next to the Jacoby Store House)

make the school inviting to riders. The document
covers many subjects, including maintenance,
education, and security.
One of the main concerns voiced by riders is
the lack of adequate bike racks. Clark, a natural
resources major enjoys riding, but points out
there are not enough places to park his bike on
campus. "Sometimes I have to lock my bike to
rails," says Clark.
Rall believes the major issue is the style
of bike racks currently in use on campus, but
is proud of the fact that his organization has
convinced HSU to “shift gears" on the racks.
"They were committed to wave racks and

MORE RA

SRO

On the Arcata Plaza

rivers NEED

A

761 8th Street

BIKE-FRIENDLY,

pe at

Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the PlaZQ.......00000
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CCAT

Thirty years of sustainable living
Dina Soltow
Staff Writer
door.

In 1978, a group of students, with the support
of faculty and the community, were able to save a
building scheduled for demolition and turn it into
an experiment. Thirty years later, that experiment

flourished into a live-in example of environmentallyfriendly living.

What is now referred to as the Campus Center
for Appropriate Technology, CCAT celebrates its 30th
anniversary on Saturday, Sept. 27 with a full day of

CCAT’s upcoming 30th anniversary will also jumpstart a fundraiser with the aim of helping to rebuild
a greenhouse. “We are working on re-establishing all

our grounds, which we lost with the move,” explains

It’s a demonstration to express

to the campus...all green

Sr

Soper Reonacgei aaa SIO

ANNIVERSARY

og Ipm-4pm:

ne

environmental

restoration

99

to partake in workshops that range in topics from
transportation to waste management.

CCAT is a student organization for students and

the community. Everyone can come in and all classes

Lanctot. Before CCAT was relocated in 2004 to make

way for construction of the BSS building, they had
resources such as a grey water marsh

important

-

(a

method to filter cleanable water) and compost. They
hope to reinstate these resources in the future.
CCAT works using environmental technology

that can be adapted to most living situations, making
their resources available to HSU and the community.

are open to the public. It’s an outreach program that
engages in informing on topics such as transportation,
waste, food, energy, and the community.
“Students can drop in, and people can come in
at night. It’s geared towards the community,” states
Lanctot.

Dina Soltow may be reached at dsoltow@thejackonline.org
www.myspace.com/theoutdoorstore

STORE

YODS
SCHEDULE

Guided Tours, workshops and a Kid Zone with activities!

plus free
New Greenhouse Fundraiser Kickoff — Silent auction & grand prize,
local organic appetizers and beverages for Slton
- 5pm-6pm: Birthday Celebration in the Native Forum —
A look at the past 30 years of CCAT and a birthday (otal od
ss group music!
6pm-8pm: Compost Mountain Boys — The popular local bluegra

- 4pm-5pm:

For more information abo ut CCAT's

I
mei
Sos

an

Throughout this week, everyone is invited to CCAT

- Azad Zandi, CCAT co-director

EVENT

D’Arcy,

not gotten the much-deserved attention.”

living is possible.

CCAT

30TH

windows.
junior, said, “I think it’s an awesome program that has

66

This week is an eventful period for CCAT. “We are
super lucky this year. We have CCAT Week leading

CCAT.
CCATisastudent-run, live-in laboratory that works
toward educating the public about environmentallyconscious living. Fellow Co-Director Azad Zandi
says “It’s a demonstration to express to the campus,
community, and all that green living is possible.”
Their enthusiasm and effort for the environment and
community can be felt once you walk through the

what they have done so far are creating natural paints,
a solar water heating system and energy efficient
Claudia

festivity, workshops, and fundraising.

right up to the 3oth anniversary. It’s a great time,” says
Andrea Lanctot, one of the three co-directors that runs

Managed by three co-directors, their live-in laboratory
is student-funded, staffed and directed. Examples of

history, upcoming events and how you can join, Pen

ReMANO RAS.

1m Le

http://www.humboldt.edu/~ccat/.w

AN and sand. This outdoor oven is used to save | (ABOVE LEFT): CCAT’s cobb oven made of Hes
Lanctot, CCAT member, demonstrates how
Andrea
:
energy and can stay hot all day._2: ABOVE RIGHT)
so as she pedals, the bike generates
the man power blender works. The blender is connected to the bike
power to start blending. | Photos by Torrey Hartman
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WHAT’S
GOIN’ ON?

Peace Corps

Information

Session

Wednesday, Sept. 24
Hotel Arcata banquet
room

6:00 - 8:00 pm

Sofia Pereira sits in the AS office in the UC South Lounge. | Stephanie Haller

AS president speaks to
th student body

IT Club meeting
Thursday, Sept. 25
JH 102, HSU
ao aa
4:00 pm

s
f
V
f

Adrian Emery

7 about her plans for this year.
LJ: What
this year?

anes

lean

Creek

Saturday,
West

Sept.

Manor

27

been to really solidify our team, and really

make sure everyone's on the same page of
working for students and getting things

Food Provided. Bring water,
gloves and rubber boots,
9:00

am

done for students. We may all have different

reasons for being involved. I know last year
was a rocky year for AS, so we need to be
really strong internally so that we can get
things done that the campus can see and be
tangible and be effective.

LJ:

Want

to

are your goals for AS

Park,

Arcata

be

included

in

What

the

are

you

Features

categorizing.

Things

fell

into

three

categories. The first was Civic Engagement,

Sofia: Since the summer, our goal has

Up

doing

for

calendar?

so doing voter registration, doing voter
education on candidates. The second
was Student Outreach and Recruitment getting students involved on committees
and in the decision making process. We
have all these committees with vacant seats
on the campus, and they're still making big
decisions. I've been getting emails from
many campus officials asking for us to get
students on these committees. We also
have other projects and responsibilities,
but I don't know if I should give them all
away right now until we've completed
our second retreat with our new council
members.

Submit

your

event

online

a habit to be there every week. We'll have
registration information and a list of things
that students should be informed about.
I'm hoping we can have something regular
in the "Lumberjack" so we can help spread
the word.
,
LJ:

Are

you

trying

FSO

OR

quad every Monday, we're going to make it

~*~

to do - no criticism -and then we started

Sofia: We're going to start tabling in the

rm

9:30 am

Engagement?

gees

as a communications major at HSU. She
spoke to The Lumberjack on Sunday, Sept.

Tha a

Sofia: We just finished a retreat a few
weeks ago. We did some brainstorming
and just put down everything we want

to improve

voter turnout at AS elections?

Sofia: Yeah, I think the way to get
students more involved and engaged in
what's going on in AS is providing more
programs and events directly from AS. If
we're just sitting in our office, why should

TH

the beginning of the year - her fourth year

Students (AS) President. She took office at

wte

Saturday, Sept. 27
Manila Community

LJ: What are you doing for Civic

Tr

in candidate for the position of Associated

student outreach?

See PRESIDENT,pg. 23.

at www.thejackonline.org/calendar

en ee lin

Last spring, Sofia Pereira ran as a write-

Dunes
Restoration

Roel tl = ee ee

Lanphere

oe

Staff Writer
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Humboldt welcomes
international students
'
|
:

Holt

ONIGNTIONI LIM YSLYVLS
V NO 450 %OL LAS GNV
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Danielle

Staff Writer
Despite its size and location, HSU attracts a

sizeable number of international students, while
sending out a large number to foreign countries
as well.
People at HSU "intuitively know that the
world is bigger than California," said Rosamel
Benavides-Garb, professor and chair of the
department of World Languages and Cultures.
Students visiting HSU from overseas agree.
Natasha Hanckel-Spice, a public relations
sophomore from Australia agrees. "I'd say HSU
is not typically American, but you still get a sense
of the American culture," said Hanckel-Spice.

"You

probably

get

is not like anywhere in the States," said Anne
Thingsaker, a business administration junior
from Norway.

HSU

For international

students,

experience

in

an

Humboldt

As
one
international

of

many
students

studying here
Hanckel-Spice

at HSU,
helps _ to
the

‘hands

outdoor

on’ learning

setting.

American

students get the same thing with the added
benefit of an international campus - a place of
collaboration on a global scale.
"We're bringing the world to students who
might not otherwise experience different accents,
languages and cultures," said Study Abroad

6 6
‘

said.

it is a small, rural

university that offers a

a

more honest view of the
American
culture,"
she

"jnternationalize

offers students a unique experience.

.

Advisor Penelope Shaw.
Fradkin
said
the
international
office

IS not

is

like anywhere
in the states.

77

helping

to

Students

at

Fradkin,

International

from "an amazingly welland internationally-minded

from 2006 to 2007.

Why
to HSU

Fradkin

the sudden
for many

growth?

Students

come

reasons besides the scenery.

said some

of those

reasons

faculty," says Fradkin.
To be an international

student

up the comfort and security of home in order
to explore a new culture and lifestyle. But
international students here at HSU call it a
worthwhile thing to do.
"It just means that you get the chance to see
other cultures and understand a lot more about
their life. It gives you a better perspective on the

making friends and "to see what the American

world, and that is especially important as we live

education system is like and to learn about
America. But the bigger mission is to develop

in such a multicultural world and we are all so

on faculty and staff exchange.” Hanckel-Spice
said she chose HSU simply because it has such a
beautiful campus.

Humboldt State is also located in what
can be described as the "free-thinking" town of
Arcata and that is very attractive to students.
"The impression I've gotten is that Humboldt

“We aa

Everything!”

is to give

include

cooperation between universities, we are working

OPEN

HSU

are getting an education

with a 15 percent leap in transfer students since
2006 and an 8 percent growth in freshman alone

iis =). Supplies

1264 Sigua or, 1

stage.

Marci

students attending Humboldt State has grown
from 60 to 96. More students are choosing HSU,

* no waste disposal fee
* no extra charge for 4X4s
* oil change
* fluids checked
* vacuum interior

call:

eben

in contact with each other that we really need to
understand each other," said Hanckel-Spice.
"I chose Humboldt because I want to focus
on the more environmental and ethical side of

ving

is

do students have invested

in AS? Yes, we fund almost 20 programs,

LJ:
future?

What

are

your plans

Danielle Holt may be contacted at dholt@thejackonline.org

MEEPS

URES,

Farm’s and Don Juans

www.myspace.com/theoutdoorstore

OODS

ABOU

something like that.
Aarne

the

Sofia: I want to get into public service. I want
to help people. I know that there's no one issue
that I could put above all the other issues that
I care about, so [I plan on] getting into public
policy - maybe working in the state legislature or

10 years

world, not just their area.”

LJ: Any last words for the Lumberjack
audience?
for

for over

1. ID card

a

but

students don't make those connections.

Our community

n mckinleyville

business," said Thingsaker.
"[Humboldt] looks at all the problems in the

ea SERIOUS

students care? What

i

that operates on a global

said

faculty

ll

prepare

campus,"

traveled

pace

students at HSU
and
from overseas for
a world

- Anne Thingsaker
business administration junior

Programs coordinator.
In recent years, the number of international

*, Dichtole Glass

Sofia: After our

[recent]

retreat,

I'm very

excited for the year. It's a great group of people;
they're all inspired to do great things, and we're
going to get great things done.

Adrian Emery may be contacted at aemery@thejackonline.org
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856 10th Street - Arcata - C4

(707) 826-2739
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Best Music Venue in Arcata
20 Beers on tap
Pool Table &

FREE WiFi

Biggest TV Screen
Mouthwatering Menu

ys) peg lets mic
ALL Shows

el

21

ps

& up

pm
Start at LO
Most Shows

aa Open Mic Every Monday @ 8:30
Sept. 25 - Broken Scones
Sept. 26 - Dr. Squid « ciassi Rock
Sept. 27 - JUCE - reggae

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

3 - Monophonics «sou, Funk
4 - Deadwood Revival - americana
Rock
9 - Compost Mountain Boys
10 - Brightblack Morning Light
f1- Yer Dog - at. roc
16 - MC Chris
17 - Miracle Show. cratetui Dead Tribute

Oct. 18 - Taarka - cypsy
For Jazz

Oct. 22 - LYNX
Oct. 24 - Miles Ahead
Oct. 25 - Flowmotion, Moo Got 2
Oct. 28 - Toubab Krewe-- airopop Fusion
Check

www.humboldtbrews.com

for latest music info.

An unidentified man dances during Bandemonium’s set on
Sunday.
|
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www.wildwood.ws

5 anjos

Mandolins
Ukuleles
:
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Folk
instruments

,

Guitars
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Hand Percussion

Fiddles
a St. mer) (A 822-6264

M-F 10:30-6:30 Sun 12-4

PeaceCorps
interview on Campus
Sept.23-25
t..

r
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Apply Online by 9/17 for this round of
fall interviews at HSU.
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Combine with Grad School.
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Student Loans Deferred.

Info sessions on campus:
www.peacecorps.gov/events
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Two-year assignments begin
summer & fall 2009.

800.424.8580
(LA Made Tees g

| hdriscoll@peacecorps.gov
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WHAT’S
GOIN’ ON?

Women’s
Soccer
Friday, Sept. 26
HSU

vs Cal Los

Vert)
Redwood

Clem

Bowl

omaae

‘eo
Men’s

ee

Soccer

Friday, Sept. 26
HSU

vs Cal State Los

Angeles
Redwood

Bowl

7:00 p.m.

Women’s
Volleyball
Friday, Sept. 26
vs Cal State

Midfielder Kim Carroll gets ready to score a goal against Cal State Monterey Bay on Friday’s game. | Stephanie Haller

and Athletics

Building
7:00 p.m.

HSU

vs Western

Oregon
Redwood

Bowl

6:00 p.m.

Anthony

Stee

Saturday, Sept. 27

Barstow

Oa

Football

ai

_Women’s soccer win
in dramatic fashion at
Sunday’s game
Staff Writer

Women’s

Volleyball
Saturday,

Sept.

27

HSU vs San Francisco
State
iSTaTex
tle) koy-a arr taken Waal fold cet
Building
7:00

p.m.

Lawrence broke away with a chance to

Men’s

Soccer

Sunday,

Sept.

HSU
Cruz

vs

UC

Redwood

00

With four minutes left in a tie game, senior Kelsey Gomula
stood in front of the goal with an opportunity to put her team
ahead.
Just a minute earlier, Humboldt
State's leading scorer junior Allison

28

Santa

score. The large crowd could sense their
team about to retake the lead, which they
had lost just minutes before on a late
second-half goal by the San Francisco

oma

After taking a moment

State Gators.

HSU defense held
on and [the game]
ended... with

another win.

to consider the situation,

parents’ weekend, and many in the stands

had traveled hundreds of miles to watch

2?

their girls play.

Lumberjack goalie Kelly Sandberg,
a sophomore from Bellingham, Wash.,
had to make a couple of diving saves, but
the HSU defense held on and ended the
Sy

Want

to be

included

in the

Sports

calendar?

Submit

your

event

online

Gomula

stepped up and put the ball past the Gators'
diving goalie, Rachel Lauderdale, to give
the Lumberjacks a 2-1 lead.
The crowd erupted in cheers. It was

66

On the brink of scoring, two Gator
defenders took Lawrence down from
behind, resulting in a penalty kick for the

Bowl

Lumberjacks. Rather than leave the ball with his leading scorer,
Head Coach Andy Cumbo placed the ball at the feet of Gomula.
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_ Jagermeister
750 mi $16.99 warm or chilled
THE ARCATA LIQUOR CREW PROMOTES DRINKING RESPONSIBLY

786 DIM ST ARCATA CA DSS21

822.9 O44
ALUMNI OWNED AND OPERATED
Hours Sun.8-10,

Mon.8-11,

Tue through Thur 8-12, Fri. and Sat. 8-1:30!
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20. (Bottom Left) Dani Nelson, Outside Hitter/
(Top)The Lady Jacks celebrate their victory against CSULA Sep.
Right) Joliann Arzadon, Setter, makes a fierce spike
Defensive Specialist digs the ball during Sundays game. (Bottom
agianst CSULA. | Photos by Bryan Thomson
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team.
A weekend of volleyball lead to six wins for the HSU volleyball

Friday night’s game. The Jacks’ had their eye
Humboldt State defeated Cal State Dominguez Hills in
ng in three close sets had the ‘Jacks concerned,
on the prize, and didn’t let anything get in their way. Winni
their

25-22 and 25-19, Humboldt improved
but they still came out on top. Taking the triumph of 25-23,
:

record to 4-6 overall, and 2-1 in league.

out with a win, they were playing one of the
Saturday’s games weren’t as easy. Even though HSU came
toughest teams in the league - Cal State L.A.
won the first two sets - the first one was
L.A. was 9-1 overall until they came to Humboldt. The ‘Jacks

-ending challenge with a score of 33-31. The third
25-21 while the second match was much more of a never
L.A. overcame and won 25-22 and are now 9-2
match was the first match Humboldt lost all weekend.
overall. The ‘Jacks won 25-18 in the final match.
Athletic

more CCAA (California Collegiate
The ‘Jacks are at home again this weekend with two
Francisco

rey Bay and Saturday night against San
Association) games - Friday night against Cal State Monte
State.

Check

out

more

sports

on

www.thejackonline.org
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The Fiesta Grill & Cantina is open for lunch and dinner
and has its “family” of staff offering excellent service
and great food, along with a full bar sporting Boont

Amber, IPA: Eel River & Organic, Great White, and

150 types of Tequila from Silver to Anejo. The Sports Lounge features four TVs. Enjoy special prices and
appetizers at Happy Hour from 3 - 6 PM.
10% off w/ Student ID!
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HOME ADVANTAGE
Humboldt State sports briefs from Sports Information
hosts six home
ARCATA — September comes to a frenzied end when Humboldt State
women's soccer, are all slated
sports events this week. Home football, along with men's and
Arena. Before the
in Redwood Bowl, while volleyball plays a pair of matches in Lumberjack
ence games.
weekend, however, the HSU soccer teams will travel for midweek confer

Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc.
Arcata Dental Office
Cosmetic
Wisdom
Root Canal
Ultrasonic

Bonding
Teeth
Treatment
Cleaning

Home advantage favors Jacks this week

Mercury Free Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound
Emergency Care

We Cater to

New Patients
Welcome

i225

8

Cowards

from

‘blocks

(2

St

It doesn't get any easier for the Lumberjacks when they host a very talented
Western Oregon team this week, but the Jacks’ resolve should help them put

on another strong showing in front of the home crowd. The Lumberjacks and

p.m.
Wolves square off in a Great Northwest Athletic Conference matchup at 6
Saturday.

8262 4-51.05

HSU)

Volleyball home for more league
- matches
HAPPY HOUR

Three in a row is nice, but not quite enough to
satisfy the Lumberjack volleyball team. Humboldt
State hopes to build on its modest streak this week

5pm-7pm
Free appetizers with drink
purchase! Domestic pints

1.50, Microbrews °2.50

in a pair of matches against California Collegiate

Athletic Association opponents.
Cal State Monterey Bay is first to arrive,
:
fe <8 taking on the Jacks at 7 p.m. Friday. San Francisco

This Thursday Night! Sept. 25

Kamikaze Karaoke Contest

State will make its first appearance in the new

Win *100 Cash for ist Place!
prizes for second

Cash

Photo by BryanThompson

arena Saturday at the same time.

and third place.

8pm - 12am e With DJ Leonard
Only the first 12 contestants who enter are eligible to win
the cash prizes. Register by 8pm. We're singing in Jimmy Buffet
aU CMN TUMOR) (ee Rela ase CORA special guest judges:
The Fat Guys On Film and the Film Skinny from Northern Lights.

Friday, Sept. 26 * 9pm - lam

ATA LT oN]

Ta

Ue

..,,,.

Ale Special
a Fat Tire
Purchase

iP

Sugar | 3%
LF Loa
Pop/Funk/Soul

Every Sunday * 8pm - 12am

www.myspace.com/sugarshackband

AGG

Saturday, Sept. 27 * 9pm - lam

With DJ Leonard

Catch every NFL game on

25 flat panel TVs or watch
the 49ers/Raiders on the
big screen projection TV.

team travels to Rohnert Park for Wednesday's 4 p.m. CCAA game against Sonoma State.
The Lumberjacks return home for Friday's 4:30 p.m. game against Cal State Los Angeles,
another counter in the conference standings.

Men’s Soccer plays three this

Va VSR
Glass & Pint for only °10

Cs

Women’s Soccer puts unbeaten streak on the line
Looking to build on its current seven-game unbeaten streak, the HSU women's soccer

week

From Oakland

Vintage

Two more CCAA games are on the men's
soccer schedule this week, starting with

[2°

Wednesday's 4 p.m. game on the road against
Sonoma State, followed by Friday's 7 p.m.
contest against Cal State Los Angeles at home.
HSU wraps up the week with a non-league
game against UC Santa Cruz, scheduled for
noon on Sunday in Redwood Bowl.

THT]
Soul/R&B/Funk

a

www.myspace.com/vintagesoulband

Photo by Torrey Hartman

DATE
Gal’la

(IFA
hilsdtard

eer
MRLICSS ULC) ANY
Doors: 8pm Show: 9pm
Sapphire Palace @ BLC
15 advance/*18 at door

BLUE

LAKE

CANO

Cross Country trains for the trails
Tickets available at The Works
and the Player's Club.

1-877-BLC-2WIN

After a brief foray into the road-racing realm at Saturday's Prefontaine 10K, the HSU
men's and women's cross country teams take a week off from competition to get ready for
their next trails race. The Jacks will next be in action on Oct. 4 when they travel to Salem,

Ore. for the Charles Bowles Invitational hosted by Willamette University.

www.bluelakecasino.com

Management reserves the right to cancel or modify these or any promotions with
or without notice at any time. Blue Lake Casino supports responsible gambling.
LAL Lee
Call 1.800.GAMBLER if you need help. An enterprise of the Blue Lake REGA CM

See

sports

and

more

at www.thejackonline.org

|
|

State

women

The women play at Sonoma
State University on Wednesday.

five

straight

On Friday, they will play CSU

a 2-0

Los Angeles at the Redwood
Bowl where they will look to
continue their winning ways at
home.

weekend with another win.

Humboldt
have

now

home

games,
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won

including

victory on Friday night over CSU
Monterey, in which Lawrence
and sophomore forward Kim

Carroll each hada goal.
Sandberg also earned her
fifth shutout of the season with
the team's win over Monterey.
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Anthony Barstow may be contacted at
abarstow@thejackonline.org
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HSU soccer score multiple
wins over weekend
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An unidentified Humboldt State player concentrates on the ball during
Sunday’s game against San Francisco State. | Torrey Hartman
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(Near Broadway Cinemas, off re 10]
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THO
Opinions expressed in
Lumberjack editorials are

masquerade

Opinion

Editor
Derek

Lactaoen

Karina

Gonzalez

Editor

Sports Editor

selanom cya
Photo Editor
Torrey Hartman

Layout Editors
Madison Dapcevich
Adrian Emery

Copy Editors
Matt Hawk
Rose R. Miller
Jordan Twiggs
Calendar

Editor
Ryan

involvement as a whole is meager at best.

When perspective students first take a
look at the HSU catalog, they are greeted
with “Humboldt State University: Our Vision.” It reads as follows: “Humboldt State
University will be the campus of choice
for individuals who seek above all else to
_ improve the human condition and our environment.” Somewhere along the way, this
has become a footnote for many students
on campus.

Mollenhauer

Graphics Editors
Chelsea French
Harold Funk
Editorial Cartoonist

While groups like the Campus Community for Appropriate Technology
(CCAT), and the Green Campus program

these niches aren’t concerned enough to
make serious changes. It would seem that

only a fraction of the student population
actually give a damn.
In
of the
clable
in the

the dorms alone, roughly 32 percent
material in the trash bins is recyand one-third of the material found
cardboard recycle bins is trash.

In August 2007, the environmental
news Web site Grist compiled a list of ‘15
Green Colleges’ Humboldt wasn’t one of
them. But our long standing rivals Chico
State was ranked, as well as Stanford, UC
Berkeley and Arizona State. Every year

HSU is mandated to divert 50 percent of
its waste from going to land fills.As an institution that prides itself on being a green

campus, HSU should surpass this mandate.
However, we are barely scraping by - in
2007 HSU diverted only 54 percent of its
total waste.
We are a campus that prides itself
on being green and leading the pack in
terms of sustainable actions. It is shameful
that we have fallen far short of our ideals.
Students, staff, faculty and administrators
need to come together as a unit to live up
to our eco-conscience image and this job

can’t be left to a handful of people. If we

don’t, we are consciously participating in

the green masquerade.

BSS

Alyse Carter

Sie EBIEE lorena

Sara Wilmot
Features

do a good job with the group of volunteers
that they have, these dedicated groups can
only impact the campus so much and their
outreach is limited. Students outside of

aS

News Editor

For a university with an image centered around its sustainability, HSU’s implementation of key environmental practices
falls short of these standards and student

ia eae

Online Managing Editor
Chris Hoff

et
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EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-chief

THE

green

pape

determined by a majority
of the Lumberjack editorial
board. They do not
Bleek) aod RSS TS
opinions of the university,
the Associated Students
or the Department of
Jorunalism and Mass
@rovanraalelaiientarolaky

we

LUMBERJACK
MISSION STATEMENT
See

We strive to act as
a watchdog of those
instituting policy that
affects students and their
surrounding communities.

We are a newspaper for
students, by students. Our
goals are honesty, accuracy
and originality in reporting.

We will hold ourselves
accountable for errors in
We invite all
our reporting.
readers to participate.

This

is your

newspaper.
Be a part of it.

For more opinions and comics, check us out on the web at www.thejackonline.org
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Corporate lawsuit
against Humboldt —
County's Measure T

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

LETTERTOTHEEDITOR

De ‘Editor,
Thank you for starting the dialogue on local politics (Mike Thompson on Student Issues) and the

Presidential Election (Where They Stand on Health Care) in your last issue. While I was disappointed that
the environment wasn’t considered a student issue in the Mike Thompson article, I look forward to reading
your next voter info box about where two Presidential Candidates stand on the environment.
- Students at Humboldt State have shown interest in the environment, global warming, renewable
energy, and energy independence. It shows through our innovation and success with such student-run
programs as the Campus Center for Appropriate Technology (CCAT), Green Wheels, Bicycle Learning
Center, Humboldt Energy Independence Fund, Green Campus Program, Renewable Energy Student
Union, and the Campus Recycling Program. These programs not only investigate serious issues of our
generation and campus lifestyle, they provide valuable jobs and training relevant to economic, engineering,

Why is Humboldt County being sued? Because in June 2006, we
challenged the status quo by passing the “Humboldt County Ordinance

to Protect our Right to Fair Elections and Local Democracy,” otherwise
known as Measure T.
This law prevents non-local corporations from contributing

funds to local elections. Our community recognized the dangers of

informed and active participants and voters in our own politics and economics, and we hope to be a nonpartisan support resource for people with questions about environmental issues.. HSU Power Vote has weekly

corporate contributions when the Texas-based corporation, Maxxam,
pumped $250,000 into the recall of our newly-elected District Attorney
Paul Gallegos. The recall was in response to Gallegos’ lawsuit against
the Maxxam-owned Pacific Lumber Company for their fraudulent
environmental claims published in order to increase their timber harvest.
This is just one illustration of the numerous attempts to protect corporate
profits by overriding democratically-reached decisions.
Research showed that 78 percent of Humboldt County voters felt
that corporate influences compromise the integrity of our local elections,
thus, Measure T was passed. Now, however, we are once again feeling the
pressure of the corporate thumb. Only after two years of being active,
Measure T is being challenged in Federal Court by the Pacific Legal
Foundation, an organization geared towards enforcing the rights of

org.
meetings on Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. Contact us at hsupowervote@gmail.com or visit www.powervote.

corporations.

management and social program careers.
On Nov. 4, we students need to show our politicians that we are informed, active voters. We can tell
them that we want the United States to combat global warming pollution, create millions of new jobs, and

ensure our nation’s energy independence by transitioning to a dynamic, new clean energy economy.

Last week a diverse group of California youth leaders and organizations launched Power Vote, a
national non-partisan initiative to elevate the issue of climate change this election season. HSU students are
participating in this campaign and Associated Students passed a resolution of support. As Power Vote kicks
off nationally, organizers are already working in at least 37 states‘and 123 congressional districts and on

more than 350 college campuses.
We ask that members of the HSU community take this unique opportunity in history to become

E

Sincerely,

Corporations, though they are fictional legal entities granted limited
liability, have accumulated the same constitutional rights as human
beings with the help of unelected judges and corporate lawyers. With

Jocelyn Orr, Brendan Blake,
and Kale Roberts

the existence of this “corporate personhood,” corporations are able to
dominate political processes, in effect weakening our citizens’ rights as well
as our democracy.

Residents of Arcata, Environmental Science
Seniors, and HSU Power Vote co-coordinators.

The Lumberjack

As community members, it is up to us to come together and resist

the threats to our democracy. Democracy Unlimited of Humboldt
County, one of the key organizing groups of Measure T, will be hosting
a community meeting today, September 24th, at 6:30pm at the Eureka
Labor Temple, 840 E Street. Please come join us to learn more about
this legal challenge and what we can do about it. We need to project our
community's well-being, not the profits of corporations.

:

Submission Policy |

Submissions must be addressed to Opinion Editor Karina Gonzalez. @ Include “Attn: Opinion” inthe subject
line for e-mail submissions. OLetters to the editor may nat exceed 350 words: @ Guest columns may not
Reali <te M Colmer UTC Ue UACe R21 a A
POUR Coke ONE nce Ulemee)
contributors may be given
ROLE UTIO MUL Re) ell AcUMUC) Mel. Rel car) koe
Bacon
city of residence, and
number,
telephone
name,
your
include
Please
@
contributors.
return
preference over
affiliation with relevant campus or community organizations. @ HSU students should provide their major ELA!
class standing. @ We also welcome:cartoons, spoof articles, and other items.

All submissions must be received by 4:00 p.m. the Friday preceeding publication.

To find out more about Measure T, visit www.votelocalcontrol.org, or

contact Democracy Unlimited at info@duhc.org.
Thank you for helping spread the word.
In solidarity,

Teri Grunthaner
Undecided junior
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Screcnehots from Rock Band 2 | Harmonix Games

Fascinating
Rhythms

Ryan Mollenhauer

Friday, Sept. 26
Fulkerson Recital
HSU
Elisabeth

BR

ear

Trio
Saturday, Sept. 27
Van Duzer
eh)

Theatre,

students, $45

genera

8:00 pm

For
“Rock

fans
of last
year’s
Band,” the incredibly

comprehensive song list stands
outasthe most notable reason to
pick up the second installment
of the series. The

soundtrack

spans more decades and genres

Humboldt

Hills

Hoedown
Saturday,

Sept.

Southern

Humboldt

Community

27

Park,

Garberville
An all day celebration
bluegrass and beyond
11:00 am

of

than David Bowie’s career, but

little else has changed since
the first installment of the
franchise.
The fundamental game-play
is nearly identical to the first
game - players use instrumentshaped controllers to hit colorcoded buttons in time with
the music. Expanding on the
“Guitar Hero” formula, “Rock
Band” added drums, bass and

vocals to create a unique social
experience not seen in most

Want

to

get

into

the

Shei incredibl

standard rock beats. If you feel
like being a bit more creative,

The standout of the new
modes is called “Battle of the
Bands,” which presents your

song list stands out as the most
notable reason to pick up the
second installmen of theane

9

entire night trying to start up “ band with constantly-updated
one song only to fail out during
challenges based on the songs
the intro.
in your library and even the
A few new game modes are
time of day you are playing. If
available

that

should

help

Drummers

Arts

your-game goes late one night,

you may get the chance to
competeina midnight Metallica
challenge, for example.

have access to the

“Drum Trainer,” which allows
players to practice a variety of

calendar?

Use

Release Dates

Your

performance

in

each

challenge is ranked against
other bands from around the

our

easy

form

on-line

STITH

Published by MTV Games.

mode.

ic niadhensivs

prolong the life of “Rock Band
2” and keep you playing until
the inevitable thirdinstallment.

Seadsodlty hal pada Music Systems,

jump into freestyle mode and
wail away on the plastic drums.
You can even play MP3s from
your Xbox hard drive and drum
along to them while in freestyle

(

XBOX 360.

PLAYSTATION 3

Available now (game
and hardware sold...

October 19, 2008
PLAYSTATION

separately)

November 18,2008.

October’ 19,2008

-s NINTENDO: Wi

(Special, edition bundle)

November 18, 2008

tO

in both the amusement of your

friends and your high score in
“Rock Band 2.”
If Bob Dylan isn’t your thing,
there is a good chance at least
one of 84 new tracks will have
you
rocking
those
plastic
instruments until you have
blisters on your fingers.

video games.
There
weren't
many
problems with “Rock Band”
to begin with, but many small
annoyances have been resolved.
Additions like improved menu
navigation and the new “no fail
mode” help to make the game
more accessible and _ party
friendly. Now your intoxicated
bandmates: won’t spend the

2.

world on the “Rock Band 2”
leaderboards.
The new game modes haven’t
replaced the main draw of last
years game - “Band World
Tour” mode. “Band World Tour”
remains largely unchanged your band travels the world
earning fans and money based
on your performance at each
gig. The more money and fans
you have, the farther you can
progress in your career as a
rock star. New this year is the
ability to tour solo or form
a band on-line with friends
across the country.
Random events will leave you
with choices that may affect the
progress of your career. For

_ See ROCKBAND on pg. 25
at

thejackonline.org

GPO

That Bob Dylan impression
youve been working on all these
years is finally about to pay off -

PNB

Harrington and pianists
Ching-Ming Cheng, John
Chernoff and Deborah
Clasquin
8:00 pm

NRE

Soprano

$35

|

BEA

Hall,

Staff Writer

ee
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“Rock Band” and “Guitar Hero”

artist comes to town
Derek

Lactaoen

Arts and Features Editor
With a soulful, smooth

and saucy voice that drips with experience and enthusiasm, Rebecca

Neunuebel, at the age of 25, is setting the music world aflame. A former Chico State University
student, Neunuebel now sings with the pop band Sugar Shack which will perform at The Wave at ©
Blue Lake Casino this Friday, Sept. 26. Humboldt State students can indulge in Neunuebel’s voice
in two popular video games - Rock Band’s “Song With a Mission” by The Sounds and Guitar Hero’s
“Take it Off’ by The Donnas. “Samba de Amigo,” a rhythm game for Nintendo’s Wii, hit stores on
Tuesday and features a song by Neunuebel.

One video game at a time, Neunuebel is taking over the

c scene - whether you know it or not.

mus

é v

°

Maintenance

~

Brakes \ ~~"

atu

@O00UM

ad

Lumberjack: So you’re in town for a show
with Sugar Shack. What brings you to Blue
Lake?

LJ: Do people recognize you as “The Guitar
Hero Girl”?

RN: Oh yeah. When I tell people, they get shocked
that they can meet the voice on the game.
Rebecca Neunnuebel: We try to do an out of town
gig once every six weeks just to try to build up our °
fan base here in Northern California. In October
LJ: Do you have any songs on “Rock Band
2?”
\
we'll be playing in Willits and at the Caspar Inn
[on the Mendocino Coast. ]
RN:

No,

not for the next “Rock

Band.”

Maintaining & Repairing

Students’ Cars Since 1961
929 Broadway (Off Highway 101) + Eureka « California 95501

Now

We're going to be playing at the Peg House on
Saturday night too - it’s some really small venue,
but it should be fun. It’s out in Leggett.

that these games like “Rock Band” and “Guitar

LJ: How

youre not big, you have to submit original songs
to get on the game, so that’s my next goal.

Hero” are so big, more and more big artists want
to do them whereas before the games had to

(707) 444-9636
’ www.leons-carcare.com

get unknown singers to record them. So now, if
did you get involved with Sugar

Shack?

—

;

RN: I actually found the band on Craigslist. I was
just looking for shows to do and they ended up
needing a singer. They were together for about
two years before I joined up with them.

EO

AEE IE,

SP

LJ: So you found the band on Craigslist?
RN: I always try to look on
available. I’m on there all
anything on there. Like,
will design Web sites for
students I think. Oh yeah,

Craigslist to see what’s
the time; you can find
there are people who
you for free - they're
Craigslist is great.

BARRE

RN: Well the video games are kind of work for
hire, just a side thing that I do. “Guitar Hero” and

“Rock Band” were all rock songs but Sugar Shack
is more like pop songs.

Re
SR

AE

IRE

EIS

LJ: Can you compare Sugar Shack’s songs

to those that you sing in “Guitar Hero” or
“Rock Band?”

LJ: Was

“Guitar Hero”

your first video

game song?

RN: Before “Guitar Hero” I’d done some video
game work on karaoke games so “Guitar Hero”
wasn’t my first video game I did. But what was
really cool was to see Guitar Hero just blow up,

and you see your name on the credits and it’s

really cool or you go to parties and everyone
there is playing your song.
:

LJ: Any future video game performances?
RN: There’s a video game coming out for the
Wii that I did a song for, I forget the name of the
game though, haha, but I think it’s coming out
tomorrow actually. I'll have to text you back with
the name. Right now we're trying to use video
games to get my music out there. Oh and I almost
forgot, I have some solo tracks out for is this game
called Tap Tap Revenge. It’s an application for
the iPhone, but it’s basically like “Guitar Hero”
and “Rock Band” for the phone.

Mexican

1251 9th St., Arcata
(across from the recycling center)

(707) 822-1200
Mon.-Sat. 11 am-5 pm

7th & G, Arcata

LJ: Would you say that you’re living your
dream or do you want to take your singing
career in a different direction?

(Arcata Auto parking lot)

(707) 496-4165
Mon.-Weds. 5:30-10 pm
Thurs. 5:30 pm-11 pm
Fri.-Sat. 5:30 pm-2 am
Sun. 11 am-9 pm

RN: The next step for me is to get more and more
original stuff on video games and television and
commercials, this is just the beginning for me.

LJ: You play this Friday (Sept. 26), what
can people expect from your show?

Homemade Tortillas

RN: Oh yeah, they should bring their dancing
shoes. We look forward to seeing them and
introducing Sugar Shack.

Derek Lactaoen may be contacted at

dlactaoen@thejackonline.org

Catering for Any Event

Alma's
Mexican

Comment

on

these

articles

on-line

at www.thejackonline.org

Food

Food

Present this coupon for 15% off of your total price or
25% off for students with ID,
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. Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner
8 AM to Midnight
On the Plaza 744 9th Street
- 822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome
www.thealibi.

a

Two For Tuesday

Trailer Park Mondays

ess

8am
to 2pm

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,
Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill Pickles,
Bud in the Can, Jello Shots
Oly Specials

oa

i

Buy 1 Get 1 1/2 Price

ea

$30 Dinner Special

Oise

2 Dinner Entrees

eas

1 Appetizer

RS sete

ae

Poaha Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash,
Lamb Chops, Halibut n’ Chips,
Steamer Mussels, Cheese Fries,

i05 Ness Sas

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke,
Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia Nut

EP eine

50¢ off Irish Whiskeys

en

Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken
Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tais

Irish Flag Shots, Guiness,

regorio Anton, untitlec

Upcoming Shows

all shows

@The Alibi
21 and over only
10:30pm doors

Saturday, September 27
thirtythreeandathird
(local instrumental heavy rock)

Py

Nine Worlds (metal from Salt Lake)
Floating Goat (SF stoner metal)
RTC CUCM CUCL
ROSS UTA eLe39]
MAPCRCOUIAAUICUMNAR
CMLL ANAC]

MUGS

Ma On (ate ciemnac

2008,

Mi

i
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Ten Years Strong:
First Street Gallery celebrates

a decade of student art
Evan Pugh

The Metal Shakespeare Company (Portland bardcore)

@ 10:30 $5

eliquary,

Staff Writer
The First Street Gallery turns
10 this year. Opening in 1998
in conjunction with other offcampus organizations like the
Natural History Museum, it
began as an opportunity for

students to gain real-world
experience.
According to its mission
statement,
the
gallery
works “to create free public
exhibitions formed in a critical
context,

WEDNESDAY

$2 well drinks

:

in Divers
:

$2 Pabst & $3 shots

THURSDAY

$5 pint drinks

which

means

that

the material on view will be
interpreted for the viewer in
light of issues significant to an
interdisciplinary understanding
of our times and our global
cultures.”
It still provides such an
opportunity, and has expanded
to include exhibitions from
artists across the country as well
as art instruction programs for
local kids in the public school
system.

: DJ Blancatron

Ss

gallery

Beer Bust 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Hours:
Wed.-Sun.
4

p.m.-2

Bentley,
director,

the founding
was

a

Bay

Area native before moving up
to Humboldt County with his
wife, who was offered a teaching

$1 pint of Pabst & $2 Bud Light
535 5th Street Eureka
(707)-442-0772
Office 442-0771

Jack

a.m.

www.auntymoslounge.com

position at HSU.

He explained the gallery is
run by three different groups
of students. A group of unpaid

interns earn units toward their
degree in the art department
and gain experience working

with industry standards. A
second group of students are
paid assistants, who usually
arise out of the intern pool to
teach the new interns how to
run a gallery. The third group
are highly skilled alumni in the
area who are contracted to help
with exhibition design as well
as administrative duties.
These student groups work —
independently from Bentley
as much as possible, so they
learn how to fix problems
with layout and flow within
the rooms. The assistants and
contracted alumni are meant
to not only keep everything
running smoothly, but also help
‘the interns gain experience
in design, administration and
sales.

Throughout these past ten
years, the gallery has become
a sales firm as well, selling art

from locals in the back room.
Bentley said the sales portion
of the gallery is unique for a
university-run

gallery because

most simply show student art.
The selling of art, he said, works

in two separate ways. It helps
out the finances by generating
a small amount of income from
art sold and helps interns and
students see how entry-level

MSIE

lrish Pub Wednesdays

ale
ee
Lr

example, accepting a Hot Topic
sponsorship will net you some
extra income, but selling out
will turn away a good number
of your dedicated fans (and
deservedly so).
Sure, selling out

to virtual

corporations is a lot of fun,
but the “Rock Band” franchise
is really all about the music
(and there is a lot of it). In
addition to the 84 new tracks,

all
downloadable
songs
purchased for “Rock Band”
will work with “Rock Band 2”
and are seamlessly integrated
into every facet of the game.
New downloadable tracks are
released on a weekly basis
creating a practically endless
experience if you are willing to
fork over the extra cash. And if
you grew attached to the songs
from the first installment, five

en
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bucks will allow you to export
those songs to your hard drive
for use with “Rock Band 2.”
While “Rock Band 2” is
an
improvement
over
its
predecessor
in just
about
every sense, it still essentially

“Rock
improvements
make
Band 2” a must-buy for fans
of the franchise. For those
on

a

budget,

all

art sales are done. The gallery
is run on a similar model to
ones in urban areas that are
non-profit and created for new

Wm
§
}

instrument

hardware from the first game

‘Bll id

is compatible with “Rock Band

(3

artists.

Budget cuts at HSU still play
a part in having to scramble
for funds. Though the gallery

2,” but moderately improved
guitar and drum controllers are
available as well.
Like it or not, the musicgame genre is here to stay and

it’s only going to get bigger. In
a time when record companies
and musicians are struggling
to find their place in the
digital age, games like “Rock
Band” and “Guitar Hero” are
becoming ever more viable
as a new medium for music
consumption and distribution.
MTV

Games,

“Rock

Band

receives
money

But the sheer

number of songs for the price
and the small (but welcome)

§

@

help to make it a better gallery,”
Bentley said.
The gallery’s goals for the
next ten years are to bring
more artists from around the
country to make art more
accessible to the community.
He wants the gallery to become
more integrated with the art
department instead of simply
being
affiliated
with
the
university. A move into a larger
space would allow bigger and
better shows.
HSU art student Kate Olsen

2”

Ryan Mollenhauer may be
contacted at
rmollenhauer@thejackonline.org

assistant.

it? Tell

us

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY

Friday, October 3
8am-5pm — Invite Your Guest to Class

Noon-5pm - Family Weekend Check-in - University Center
2pm—Campus Tour or HistoriArcata Walk- University Quad
3pm- Ribbon Cutting for new Kinesiology Athletics Building
4:30-5:30pm - Guest Reception- University Center

Saturday, October 4
9am-1pm - Farmer's Marketand Pastels on the Plaza
Noon- Campus Tour or Historic Arcata Walk- University Quad
4pm-5:45 - Homecoming BBQ- University Center Quad ($)
6pm - HSU Football (vs. Azusa Pacific - Redwood Bowl)

6pm-9pm - Arts Alive - Old Town Eureka

environment in a show running
from Oct. 3 to Nov. 2. HSU

Art Professor Wayne Knight
explained a number of artists’

work willbe on display.
“Between alumni and current
students, over fifty artists will

be represented,” he said in an
e-mail.
Showcased in the back room,
the show will be titled “DDD”
and will feature sculptures,
jewelry and metalwork.
Evan Pugh may be contacted at

epugh@thejackonline.org

is a former First Street Gallery

fanilyswesxenp
Hate

and

the school, but the donations

B=

The views expressed are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Lumberjack Newspaper.

it?

of their

donations

comes
from
HSU.
When
the money being allotted to
the gallery gets cut, it forces
everyone to work harder at
getting donations.
“The bulk of the money to
run the gallery will come from

{|

publisher, reports selling more
than 21 million songs through
the “Rock Band” platform since
its release last November. The
times they are a-changin’ and
“Rock Band” is leading the
way.

Like

percent

art sales, the other 60 percent

feels like the same game with
different songs.

40
from

gallery has been around for
ten years really shows off the
vitality of the gallery as well
as the importance of art in our
community,” she said.
HSU’s’
Graphic
Design
program will feature various
student-created
propaganda
posters
for issues ranging
from gay marriage to the

“The

fact that

the

at www.thejackonline.org

October 3-5, 2008
Homecoming & Family Weekend Schedule

Sunday, October 5
8am-1pm - Brunch at the “J” - Jolly Giant Commons, 3 Floor ($)
10am-12pm- Listserv Discussion- Klamath Room, JGC

For more information and reservation form go online to
http://studentaffairs.humboldt.edu/homecoming

.

WZ

IN

Brought to you by the Office of Student Life
(707) 826-3504 « Nelson Hall East 206

$) Students will need to pay for these events—Cash, J Points, and Credit Cards} .
will be accepted
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Sanraiie Elisabeth
Harrington and pianists
Ching-Ming Cheng, John

Law Society .

discussion

forum

Breakfast Menu

Where: HSU

Time: 4 = 5 pm

Chile Relleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo

Information
Session
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Clasquin
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Inner Space Talk

Humboldt Hills

Where: Plaza Grill Annex,

Where: Southern Humboldt

Time: 4:30 pm

Arcata

Hoedown

_

about the inner world of

Garberville.

meeting

~ humankind

—

Time: 1] am

Broken

all day celebration of
aes and beyond

Ma-le’! Dunes.

Guided

1908 Myrtle Ave. Eureka

_ Time: 10 pm

Time: 10 pm
www. safepiercing.org

707.445.2609 Open Tue-Sat
Noon - 6 PM or
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Walk
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:
Time: 2 pm

JUCE (Reggae)
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1031 H St.* Arcata
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Dr. Bill Wennerholm, D.C.
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Now with Saturday hours, 9 a.m. to noon.
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